Adaptive XDR Platform
CybrHawk is an XDR (Extended Detection and Response) cyber security platform , providing visibility and
threat detection across your network, endpoints, servers, cloud assets and third-parties in your supply
chain. We deliver the paltform to you as fully managed service, with low cost and fastest enrollment time in
the industry.

Why XDR?
Key Diffirentiators

These days, organizations are seeking for simple and effective

One stop solution with rich functionality
Any security data source can be
integrated
Continious assurance across all security
domains
Proactive Phishing Prevention

solutions to detect threat across their entire digital footrint,
presented by their on-premise locations, datacentres, cloud, and
remote workers.
Most of the existing security solutions try to solve this problem
from a particular angle, mplementing threat detection either at
network, cloud, endpoint or perimeter level. Such systems
become ineffective to detect modern sophisticated attacks when
attackers move laterally between systems, evading traditional

Vendor Risk Detection
Real Time Dark Web Monitoring
Ongoing threat hunting to detect
unknown

security defenses and eaving as little traces as possible.

Get Your Data to Work For You
Our unique XDR platform provides full cycle detection,
investigation and response across your endpoints, servers,
network, cloud workloads and enterprise SaaS Products.

XDR Capabilities
Our XDR platform protects the entire
enterprise, collecting information from all
environments, including risks associated
with your partners and suppliers. The
platform correlates security events across
all sources, and applies advanced machine
learning to detect sophisticated threats and
provide insights over the entire enterprise’s
digital footprint.

Connecting all security systems into a single platform provides
great visibility, unprecendented threat detection perspective, and
also establshes great context for proactive threat hunting and
rapid incident response.
CybrHawk XDR platform truly makes your security data to work
hard for you. We integrate all the security data you can possibly
reach into, including data which directly resides within your
network and on your enpoints, as well as the external data such
as cloud workoads, SaaS applications, Dark Web breaches,
compromised

credentials,

external

vulnerabilities,

and
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your supply chain.

www.cybrhawk.com

24 x 7 Detection and Response

We will pair our cyber security technology with trained and experienced
security specialists who works 24x7x365 to deliver true cyber defense for
your business. Our expert threat hunters gain insights from your security
data, deep diving into any anomalies, suspicious events, and any
unexpected behaviors observed on your network. As part of a threat
hunt, we no find previously undetected threats, but also enhance your
detection capability by adding new rules and fine tuning the platform to
stay ahead of attackers.
We will completely integrate into your current workflows, and will follow
your escalation procedures so you can counter a security threat before it
causes any damage.

Continous Monitoring
We monitor security events
and detect threats in real
time, 24 hours a day.

Security Geeks
Our SOC can extend your
existing team to keep you
secure.

Real World Hunting
We know who is attacking you
and what their next steps will be.
It is not just alerts and
thresholds.

Incident Response
Get an immediate help from
world-class experts when
every second counts.

Why Us?
Our Fusion Analytic Threat Platform offers a deep insight and help customers rapidly identify and respond to cyber threats at every
stage of a possile attack, providing a secure and maintained environment for our customers. CybrHawk XDR also includes all the
critical tools: IDS, intelligence risk, behavior, machine learning, cloud info, MDR, EDR, and Threat Hunting allows the organization
to inherit ready-to-use tracking software and Advanced Visibility.

About CybrHawk
CybrHawk is a leading provider of information security-driven risk intelligence solutions focused solely on protecting clients from
cyber-attacks. We also pioneered an integrated approach that provides a wide range of cyber security solutions for organizations
of varying size and complexity. Our solutions enable organizations to define their cyber defences to prevent security breaches,
detect real-time malicious activity, prioritize and respond quickly to security breaches, and predict emerging threats.

Contact Us

sales@cybrhawk.com

954 669 1960

